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More details can be found in the  paper: “Dissension in the Countryside: Bridging the Rural-Urban Divide 
with a New Rural Policy“ co-authored with Rose Olfert. The paper can be found at my web site at Ohio 
State.  The chapter will soon be published as part of an edited volume by the University of Seoul press. 
Much of this includes background for those who have not thought about place-based policy.

We thank many comments of readers without any attribution including Jill Clark, Christine Gosselin, 
Robert Greenwood, Maureen Kilkenny, and Darrel Pack. We also thank Infrastructure Canada for 
their support in funding part of this research under a grant entitled: “Mapping the Rural-Urban 
Interface: Partnerships for Sustainable Infrastructure Development.” We also thank the Canada 
Rural Revitalization Foundation and the Federation of Canadian Municipalities for their support in 
this project, in particular Robert Greenwood.
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Sourse BEA: 2007 motor vehicles, bodies and trailers, and parts manufacturing 

employment= 995,700. employment= 995,700. 

Motor vehicle and parts dealers is irrelevant, but that is 2,156,900 for 2007.  mostly auto 

sales people.
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No free lunch
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See Appendix table for calculation.
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The main component of U.S. RD policy is in the five year farm bill for USDA. 

USDA RD spending is only 3% of its budget

Rural America is very diverse

6.5% work in primary-sector farming, compared to 1/3 in 1950

About ¼ of earnings are from manufacturing

Sources for this analysis are U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, 2007 

Farm Bill Theme Papers, Rural Development July 2006. Other sources include Partridge et 

al. (2006) “Employment Growth in the American Urban Hierarchy: Long Live Distance.” and 

Partridge et al. (2006), “Does the New Economic Geography Explain U.S. Core-Periphery 

Population Dynamics?” available at http://aede.osu.edu/programs/Swank/ and The 

Geography of American Poverty: Is there a Role for Place-Based Policies?, by Mark Partridge 

and Dan S. Rickman, W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, Kalamazoo, MI, 2006.
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Source, Sources and Levels of Operator Household Income, Structure and Finances of U.S. 

Farms: Family Farm Report, 2007 Edition / EIB-24, p.5, available at:   

http://www.ers.usda.gov/publications/eib24/eib24b.pdf



Source, Sources and Levels of Operator Household Income, Structure and Finances of U.S. 

Farms: Family Farm Report, 2007 Edition / EIB-24, p.4, available at:   
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Farms: Family Farm Report, 2007 Edition / EIB-24, p.4, available at:   

http://www.ers.usda.gov/publications/eib24/eib24b.pdf

According to BLS household data, only just over 1% of Americans are primarily employed in 

Agriculture when using a primary job definition.



I will follow the long-held convention that nonmetropolitan defines rural. In the U.S., metro 

implies a city core of at least 50,000 residents.
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implies a city core of at least 50,000 residents.



Source: USDA, ERS, United States Farm and Farm-Related Employment, 2002, Available at 

http://www.ers.usda.gov/Data/FarmandRelatedEmployment/ViewData.asp?GeoAreaPic
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http://www.ers.usda.gov/Data/FarmandRelatedEmployment/ViewData.asp?GeoAreaPic

k=STAUS_United+States&YearPick=2002 (downloaded on Feb. 20, 2008)



Source: USDA, ERS, United States Farm and Farm-Related Employment, 2002, Available at 

http://www.ers.usda.gov/Data/FarmandRelatedEmployment/ViewData.asp?GeoAreaPic
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http://www.ers.usda.gov/Data/FarmandRelatedEmployment/ViewData.asp?GeoAreaPic

k=STAUS_United+States&YearPick=2002 (downloaded on Feb. 20, 2008)



Source: USDA, ERS, United States Farm and Farm-Related Employment, 2002, Available at 

http://www.ers.usda.gov/Data/FarmandRelatedEmployment/ViewData.asp?GeoAreaPic
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http://www.ers.usda.gov/Data/FarmandRelatedEmployment/ViewData.asp?GeoAreaPic

k=STAUS_United+States&YearPick=2002 (downloaded on Feb. 20, 2008)



To illustrate the change in rural America, note that roughly all of Rural America outside of 

the Northeast and the West Coast was farm dependent in 1950.
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the Northeast and the West Coast was farm dependent in 1950.

That “rural” economy was very influenced by global events such as the boom in commodity 

prices surrounding WW II and the Korean War.

Sources for this analysis are U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, 2007 

Farm Bill Theme Papers, Rural Development July 2006.



•In terms of rural development, it is the green counties that would mostly benefit from expanded 

farming employment. Other rural counties are much more tied to nearby urban areas in an 
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farming employment. Other rural counties are much more tied to nearby urban areas in an 

interdependent relationship.

•By 2000, farm dependent counties were mostly limited to the Great Plains. Other remote rural 

counties that have often struggled include natural resource dependent counties—usually in mining or 

forestry. 

•The rapid increases in productivity in farming and natural resources have put these regions at a 

disadvantage in terms of employment opportunities (e.g., we need fewer farmers to produce the same 

amount of food as we did in the 1940s). Farm productivity is good for feeding the world, but has put 

many rural communities under stress. 

•Another problem is the tremendous changes in rural America have gone mostly unrecognized in key 

circles. Policies are often designed with the 1950 vision of rural America, not the current much more 

diverse version. 

•Sources for this analysis are U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, 2007 Farm Bill 

Theme Papers, Rural Development July 2006.
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•Sources:  1) U.S. Census Bureau; Census 2000, Summary File 3; generated using 

American Fact Finder; <http://factfinder.census.gov>;    2) USDA-NASS. “Trends in U. S. 
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American Fact Finder; <http://factfinder.census.gov>;    2) USDA-NASS. “Trends in U. S. 

Agriculture.”   [http://www.usda.gov/agency/nass/pubs/trends/farmpopulation.htm]

•Thanks to Maureen Kilkenny for the idea about the landscape still agriculture but the 

people are doing many things.



Rural=nonmetropolitan in this discussion.

Ethanol boom is busting as few new plants are being constructed:

See: “Ethanol Is Dream Deferred for Farming Towns Too Late to Biofuel”

http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=email_en&refer=home&sid=azPOyrCia8Nc. 

Sept 12. 2008.

Other sources are on the next slide.
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Source, USDA, ERS, Rural America at a Glance, 2007 Edition. Available at: http://www.ers.usda.gov/publications/eib31/eib31.htm (downloaded, Feb 20, 2008).

Opportunity costs of subsidies, $46 million for a 100 million gallon plant per year?
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“Direct employment in the plants is not large, typically averaging about 35 jobs per plant. The 88 nonmetro plants employ about 3,100 workers. Seventy percent of the nonmetro ethanol plants in operation are located in 

counties that declined in population from 2000 to 2006, whereas just half of all nonmetro counties lost population. Of new ethanol plants under construction, nearly four-fifths (67) are in nonmetro counties and 75 

percent of these are in counties with declining population. (In economic development, weigh the opportunity cost of the subsidy vs. other things that could be done in rural America. Is this a net gain?).” From Rural 

America at a Glance.

Of 26 million jobs, 3,100 nonmetro jobs represents 0.01% of total rural employment.

For work of Caution on Ethanol, see…..

For more details of how ethanol affects the Iowa economy, see David Swensen, The Economic Impact of Ethanol Production in Iowa is available at: http://ideas.repec.org/p/isu/genres/12865.html

Here is the associated press release: from SSTI, 5015 Pine Creek Drive, Westerville, Ohio 43081 

Phone: (614) 901-1690 http://www.ssti.org

Iowa Researcher Finds Limits to the Economic Impact of Ethanol

In recent years, Iowa, like many midwestern states, has experienced a boom in ethanol production. Iowa's natural competitive advantage in growing and processing corn has helped it to move to the forefront of the 

emerging biofuels industry. The state provides numerous incentives and assistance programs through its Department of Natural Resources to help spur the creation of ethanol-related companies and jobs. A new report 

by Iowa State University economist David Swenson, however, argues that even if these programs are successful at building a strong ethanol industry, the overall economic impact of this success would be smaller than 

predicted. 

Swenson argues in The Economic Impact of Ethanol Production in Iowa that many projections of the economic impact of corn ethanol suffer from improper input-output modeling and frequently overestimate the 

number of jobs that could be created by the industry. He found that the ethanol boom that occurred between 2000 and 2005 did not lead to the creation of many construction jobs. Instead, much of that construction 

work was undertaken by out-of-state firms that brought specialized workers with them. 

Once an ethanol plant is finished, it rarely requires many workers. A 50 million-gallons-per-year (MGY) ethanol plant requires only 35 direct workers, while the more intensive 100 MGY plants still only require 46 

employees. In addition, the number of full-time employees required for these plants is expected to decline as the technology becomes more advanced. 

Some of the other most frequent errors made in modeling the impact of ethanol pointed out by Swenson include: 

•Corn Production – Models often include the corn grown for ethanol as a new activity. In most cases, this corn is already being produced. In cases in which new corn would have to be grown, that land would have 

previously been used to produce other crops. 

•Transportation – Many models include new jobs in transportation and trucking, under the assumption that ethanol plants will need new supply lines. Farmers, however, already use trucking companies to move their 

corn. In fact, by building local ethanol plants, the state may even see a reduction in the demand for transport services. 

•Regional Offsets – Other industries that compete for many of the same input resources, such as hog and poultry producers, will have to pay more for resources and services. Also, the cost of corn-based feeds will 

increase for these industries. 

Since corn production in Iowa – and any other state – is naturally limited by the availability of land and other resources, the number of ethanol plants a state can accommodate is finite. According to Swenson, even if 

Iowans were able to produce two billion bushels of corn, the state would still only require 55 plants averaging 90 MGY in size. In 2005, the state grew only 400 million bushels. In 2009, 42 ethanol plants will already be 

operational, and the state appears to be approaching its ceiling for ethanol production and employment. 

Swenson does not propose ending state support for the biofuels industry, but he does suggest that some of the state’s justifications for its ethanol programs are based on misleading employment indicators. The overall 

impact may be smaller than expected in the state, even though Iowa has long been a national leader in biofuels production. For other states, with even less land dedicated to corn production and with less focus on 

ethanol, the employment impact may be even more limited. 



Voting with their feet: Are more people moving in than moving out as economists best 

signal of whether a place is prospering in terms of economic and quality of life.
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signal of whether a place is prospering in terms of economic and quality of life.

I picked a year period where bio-fuels rage was going quite strong. Note in the red ‘circle’ of 

the greatest intensity of ethanol plants that there is still broader out-migration in rural 

America—even during the construction phases. Also, this reaffirms that ethanol may be an 

excellent farm/energy/environmental policy, but it does not substitute for a rural policy.

Note the yellow patterns in the Great Plains and the red/blue growth near urban areas and 

high amenity areas. Those trends overwhelm other demand shocks.



Low, Sarah A. and Andrew M. Isserman (forthcoming). “Ethanol and the Local Economy: Industry Trends, Location 
Factors, Economic Impacts, and Risks.” Economic Development Quarterly.Factors, Economic Impacts, and Risks.” Economic Development Quarterly.

Swensen, David. “Understanding Biofuels Economic Impact Claims.” Iowa State University, Department of Economics, 
April, 2007.

Edmiston, Kelly D. (2004). “The Net Effects of Large Plant Locations and Expansions on. County Employment,” Journal of 
Regional Science, 44 (2), 289 – 319.

Some of the other most frequent errors made in modeling the impact of ethanol pointed out by Swenson include: 

•Corn Production – Models often include the corn grown for ethanol as a new activity. In most cases, this corn is already 
being produced. In cases in which new corn would have to be grown, that land would have previously been used to 
produce other crops. 

•Transportation – Many models include new jobs in transportation and trucking, under the assumption that ethanol 
plants will need new supply lines. Farmers, however, already use trucking companies to move their corn. In fact, by 
building local ethanol plants, the state may even see a reduction in the demand for transport services. 

•Regional Offsets – Other industries that compete for many of the same input resources, such as hog and poultry 
producers, will have to pay more for resources and services. Also, the cost of corn-based feeds will increase for these 
industries. 

Since corn production in Iowa – and any other state – is naturally limited by the availability of land and other resources, 
the number of ethanol plants a state can accommodate is finite. According to Swenson, even if Iowans were able to 
produce two billion bushels of corn, the state would still only require 55 plants averaging 90 MGY in size. In 2005, the 
state grew only 400 million bushels. In 2009, 42 ethanol plants will already be operational, and the state appears to be 
approaching its ceiling for ethanol production and employment. 

Swenson does not propose ending state support for the biofuels industry, but he does suggest that some of the state’s 
justifications for its ethanol programs are based on misleading employment indicators. The overall impact may be smaller 
than expected in the state, even though Iowa has long been a national leader in biofuels production. For other states, 
with even less land dedicated to corn production and with less focus on ethanol, the employment impact may be even 
more limited. 
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Amenity driven growth is very powerful. For perspective, I picked places that we have 

heard of though not rural. Also to avoid the small base problem of a county of 100 people 
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heard of though not rural. Also to avoid the small base problem of a county of 100 people 

that added 100 people doubled in population—who cares. 

Between 2001-06, metropolitan Calgary grew 13.4%; but metro Las Vegas grew 22% to 

almost 1.8million; metro Phoenix grew 19.3% during the period to over 4 million people. 

But LV and Phoenix have been doing this for decades. 

Regarding metro adjacent settings, metropolitan Wood Buffalo (Ft McMurray) 2001-06 

grew 23.6%/ exurban Delaware County outside of Columbus, in slow growing Ohio grew 

31.4% during the period to nearly 157,000 people

Sources: Statistics Canada, www.statscan.ca, U.S. Census Bureau, www.census.gov
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Bloomberg news: Parker, Mario.  “Ethanol Is Dream Deferred for Farming Towns Too Late to 

Biofuel. Bloomberg News. September 12, 2008. Biofuel. Bloomberg News. September 12, 2008. 

http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=email_en&refer=home&sid=azPOyrCia8Nc 

The American Community Survey, data on poverty and income can be found on the U.S. 

Census Webpage: Income, Earnings, and Poverty

Data From the 2007 American Community Survey, August 2008, 

http://www.census.gov/prod/2008pubs/acs-09.pdf
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2-4% of HH income is spent on gas in metro counties vs. 6-16% in most nonmetro counties. 

See the map in the appendix.See the map in the appendix.

New York Times. 2008. “In Search of a Real Urban Policy.” Editorial, February 19, 2008, 

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/19/opinion/19tue1.html.  

Accessed on April 14, 2008.
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To conclude, I want to reaffirm what a pleasure it has been here today. I hope this 

presentation has stimulated you, not only for the remainder of this workshop, but also to presentation has stimulated you, not only for the remainder of this workshop, but also to 

go back and to your communities and try new innovative solutions.
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Source: Krauss, C. “Rural US Takes Worst Hit as Gas Tops $4 Average,” New York Times,

June 9, 2008. http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/09/business/09gas.htmlJune 9, 2008. http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/09/business/09gas.html
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